Here is a sampling of words hidden in the Torah, transliterated, with key, for easy understanding. Some of these are recently discovered by the computer study currently being done in Israel; others come to us from the Kabbalistic sources. All are interesting. Questions? Comm: Ari Schachter 74056,437

A SAMPLING OF HIDDEN CODES IN THE TORAH

Here is a sampling of some of the hidden words in the Torah. Since the Hebrew cannot be uploaded, the transliteration is as follows:

Aleph = A    Bet = B     Gimel = G    Dalet = D   Hey = H     Vav = V
Zayin  = Z    Chet = Kh    Tet   = T    Yod   = Y  Kaf = Ch  Kaf Sofit = Ch:
Lamed  = L    Mem  = M  Mem Sofit = M:  Nun   = N             Nun Sofit = N:
Samech = $    Ayin = E     Pei = P     Phei   = Ph           Phei Sofit = Ph:
Tzadi  = Tz   Kuf  = Q     Reish = R     Shin = Sh  Tav = Th

The chart below works as follows:
- The first column is the hidden word.
- The second column is the location of the starting letter.
- The third column is the word in the sentence which "houses" the starting letter of the hidden word. If the housing word appears more than once in the same sentence, the number of the correct word appears here in parentheses.
- The fourth column indicates spacing, i.e., 49 indicates there are 49 letters between the letters of the hidden word. An "R" in the fifth column indicates the hidden word is spelled out in reverse. The last column is just a transliteration of the first column for ease of comprehension.

"AMTh"      Genesis 1:1-5      BRAshY<Th>   50     R      Emet (Truth)
"ThVRH"     Genesis 1:1-5      BRAshY<Th>   49            Torah
"ThVRH"     Genesis 49:28-30   VZA<Th>      49            Torah
"ThVRH"     Exodus  1:1-7      ShMV<Th>     49            Torah
"ThVRH"     Exodus  39:8-13    ThChL<Th>    49            Torah
"ThVRH"     Numbers 1:1-3      MSh<H>       49     R      Torah
"ThVRH"     Numbers 34:9-12    Z<H>         49     R      Torah
"ThVRH"     Deut.   1:5-8      <H>ThVRH     48     R      Torah
"ThVRH"     Deut.   32:3-7     LAL<h>YNV    48     R      Torah
"ALHYM"     Genesis 1:7-9      <A>Th        26            Elokim
"Y-VH"      Genesis 1:8-9      AL<Ch>YM     26     R      The Name
"QYN"       Genesis 4:13-15     <Q>YH       49            Cain
"HBL"       Genesis 4:23-25     ODC<H>       49            Abel
"MLACH"     Genesis 2:1-2        V<Ch>L      26            Malach
"ShBTh"     Exodus  34:35-      M<Sh>h (2)   49            Shabat
"ShBTh"     Exodus  35:3-5     A<Sh>         49            Shabat
"ABRHM"     Genesis 1:22-26     <A>LHYM      49     1     Avraham
"Y-VH"      Levit  1:1           V<Y>QRA      7            The Name
1) "ABRHM" begins with the Aleph 〈A〉 of ALHYM and ends about 250 letters later on the Mem 〈M〉 of ALHYM.

2) Note the section of Torah this word is embedded in.

3) Rambam appears as the initial letters of "Rabos Mofsai B'eretz Mitzrayim.

If one begins in the same pasuk on the Mem of Moshe, the Word "Mishneh" is spelled out. If one starts at the same Mem and counts 613 letters, one then reaches a Tav, which is the first letter of the hidden word "Torah", thus completing Mishneh Torah, Rambam's famous work about the 613 Mitzvos.